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organized by my mother in the "village school-house." But
there were two school-houses ! The Catholics, who were in the
majority, refused to attend, and thus we learned that for future
Christmases there must be two trees.
I recall much discussion concerning the " Castle Farm "—
so called because a whitewashed cottage adjoined an ivy-
covered tower. The tenant refused to pay his rent, nor could
he be evicted, because his wife was certified to be dying. She
fed the chickens twice a day. The farm (like most of them)
remained uncultivated, the hedges untrimmed, the ditches
uncleaned, the gates unmended, in anticipation of the land-
valuers' impending visit, upon whose report the taxes for the
following year would be fixed. It took some time, however,
to kill my father's interest in the people or to crush his English
enterprise.
Shane Leslie used to come back from Eton with my brothers
and share these holidays, and they would invariably arrive
with packing cases full of live stock bought in Eton High Street.
A terrier dog, Angora rabbits, lop-eared rabbits, guinea-pigs,
fan-tailed pigeons, cooing doves, a grey Persian kitten, love-
birds in a cage—such was the Ark that Hugh once arrived with,
to the horror of my mother, who hated animals because, she
said, they smelt I
But worse than the live animals, she said, were our dead
ones. We had instituted a Natural History Museum next to
the drawing-room. Sometimes it reeked of naphthaline, but
more often it spread a nauseous stink of half-cured skins and
uncleaned skulls. We formed a committee of which Hugh
was the president, and I was the secretary, Peter the treasurer,
and Shane the librarian. We not only sank our own money
into the institution, but we handed the hat round among
our parents' guests. We had collections of butterflies, beetles
and birds' eggs: we stuffed birds and preserved skeletons
of all kinds, as well as reptiles and unborn rabbits in bottles,
My father's great hobby in those days was a fish hatchery,
his idea being to " stock " the river and make of it the finest
fishing in the South of Ireland. A Scots gamekeeper was
accordingly installed who understood the science of hatching
fish. Into a long shed through raised wood tanks a mountain

